
The only means of communication and transportation our ancestors had in the past was

the web of trails that ran across the country. The Trans Bhutan Trail was one of the

important trails that connected the nation and our ancestors. The Trans Bhutan Trail

continues to connect our nation. Today it aims to connecting our past with our present

and the future. By walking the trail, we revive the history of our ancestors, preserve our

rich culture and offer an opportunity for all Bhutanese, especially the youth - the future

leaders of the nation- to learn and discover their country.

In order to engage our young leaders, the Trans Bhutan Trail has partnered with the

Bhutan Scouts Association. Scouting in Bhutan existed since 1980s. It was accepted as a

member of World Organization of Scout Movement in 1999. Today the Association is

80,000 strong with student members from schools across the country. Its mission is “to

provide education for the wholesome development of young Bhutanese through

meaningful integration of our values, the scout promises and law and produce

responsible citizens to protect, strengthen and diligently serve the Tsa-Wa-Sum (King,

Country and People), thereby contributing to the fulfillment of our beloved King’s vision of

‘Gross National Happiness’. The Association has numerous programsto teach scouts

important life skills, build their self-esteem and confidence and prepare them to become

responsible Bhutanese citizens.

Forging New Trails with Bhutan Scouts Association 

The Scout Mandala



The Trans Bhutan Trail is honored to be a part the proficiency badge curriculum of Bhutan

Scouts Association. The Scouts have the opportunity to earn the Trans Bhutan Trail badge

by walking, maintaining and serving the community along the ancient trail. To this effect,

a basic virtual sustainable trail maintenance workshop was conducted by the Trans

Bhutan Trail for all scout secretaries across the country. The support and interest of the

participants in the project was very encouraging and we look forward to up grading their

trail maintenance skills through practical workshop post-pandemic.

Virtual Scout Workshop

The Scout Walk is another avenue of our partnership. The walk will be an adventure of a

lifetime of 24 scout leaders. Coinciding with the launch, 24 scout leaders will embark on

a journey of their lifetime. Each of the 24 members will represent every dzongkhag and

the municipality in Bhutan. They will be first to walk the entire stretch of 403 KMs in six

decades. A documentary film will capture their experience as the scout leaders walk in

the footsteps of our ancestors. Stay tuned for the announcements and to cheer our youth

on as they embark on their journey to find their path. 

For more information and to be included on the TBT mailing list, please contact us at:

alicia@bhutancanada.org

Leadership Training Programme 
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